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Brass Gate Valve
The brass gate valve is produced by
wanshirong®.The brass gate valve is made
of European standard brass to ensure the
quality of raw materials.The brass gate valve
produced by Wanrong copper industry has
good sealing, strong corrosion resistance,
stable switch, and meets the requirements of
many consecutive and rapid closing, and the
price is affordable.The product works well at
high temperature from 100℃ to -20℃.

Newest Brass Gate Valve Made in China

1.Brass Gate Valve Introduction

he production of brass gate valves has been in wanrong copper since 2004, and
customers have responded well to the quality, price and service, with no
complaints.Adhering to the mutual benefit of the cooperation attitude and the work attitude
of excellence, we will be in the production of good, before the factory test each factory
product physical properties and sealing performance, referring to the European standard
EN13828 or other customer requirements of the standard, sincerely provide customers
with quality service and quality products.wanshirong® rely upon strategic thinking,
constant modernisation in all segments, technological advances and of course upon our
employees that directly participate inside our success for Professional Design China
200wog Cast Iron Stem Copper Brass Gate Valve Supplier, Customer pleasure is our
main purpose. We welcome you to definitely build business relation with us. For further
more information, you should never wait to contact with us. Professional Design China
Female Thread Valve, Female Gate Valve, Excellent quality comes from our adherence to
every detail, and customer satisfaction comes from our sincere dedication. Relying on
advanced technology and industry reputation of good cooperation, we try our best to offer
more quality goods and services to our customers, and all of us are willing to strengthen
exchanges with domestic and foreign customers and sincere cooperation, to build a better
future.

2.Brass Gate Valve Feature And Application

Our brass gate valves are widely used in household, agricultural and irrigation
applications.
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3.Brass Gate Valve Details

The Brass Gate Valve brass gate valve consists of a low lead brass body, gate and stem
with non-toxic rubber ring and cast iron handle as the main components and fittings.
The product surface is sand-throwing copper color, beautiful appearance, simple, elegant,
easy to use, suitable for indoor, outdoor installation environment.

4.Brass Gate Valve Qualification

Brass Gate Valveproducts through IOS9001 certification, is the customer's reliable
products.

5.Deliver,Shipping And Serving

sample Sample lead time:15days
Delivery terms FOB (NINGBO SHANGHAI) ,CNF, CIF
Terms of payment T/T, L/C

6.FAQ
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Q:What is your MOQ?
A:Usually Our MOQ is 5000pcs,
Q:Are you a trading company or a manufacturer?
A: We are A professional valve factory.
Q:How long is your delivery time?
A:It usually takes 35 days for one order
Q:Do you have office overseas?
A: Not at the moment, but we have plans to set up overseas brand offices and
warehouses.
Q:Are you a factory and can you provide packaging solution?
A: We have all kinds of OEM color bags, color boxes, blister packaging experience, and
can be modified according to the local customs, customs, and other special requirements.
Q:What's your main products?
A: All kinds of angle valves, gate valves, globe valves, bibcock, ball valve.
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